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A Theoretical Way of Aiding the Design of
Solid-state Syntheses**
By Richard Dronskowski,* and Roald Hoffmann*
In most areas of chemistry, but especially in organic chemistry, there have developed with time heuristic devices to aid
that most fundamental of chemical activities, synthesis.
Complete prevision of what will happen in any reaction is
not available (except in the hype accompanying computeraided synthesis programs). But there exists a set of more or
less qualitative, eminently useful, chemical notions which
guide a chemist along alternative paths to a goal, which often
is a thermodynamically unstable hut persistent molecule.
In solid-state chemistry the synthetic situation is comparatively dismal. With no disrespect to the multitude of beautiful materials made, and their ingenious makers. we think it
is fair to say that at present, a solid-state chemist can plan
individual synthetic steps only in rudimentary ways. He or
she must often rely on ‘shake and bake’ or ‘intelligent guess’
techniques; a workable strategy even approximately resembling retrosynthesis“] is not available in the field. There is no
simple ’Ansatz‘ to predict non-trivial reaction paths towards
imagined structures.
One underlying reason for this weakness in synthetic language is that the time-honored and useful concept of acidity
and basicity and its associated notions of electrophilicity and
nucleophilicity is not well defined in the solid state. The
demand for accurate descriptors of reactivity, acidity, and
basicity within the solid state is both obvious[21and critical.
In the realm of discrete molecules, Pearson’s ideas on hard
and soft acids and basesr3]pointed, at first qualitatively, in
a new direction. The contribution of Parr and c o - w o r k e r ~ [ ~ ]
has been to quantify the Lewis acid-base concept by means
of an accurate quantum-mechanical description of the
ground-state properties of finite and infinite molecules, as
given within density-functional (DF) theory.r51If the total
energy E of the ground state is expressed as a power series of
the electron number N , a possible small energy change is

given by the chemical potential p. This equals the slope of the
function E versus N at the ground state electron number No.
Its negative counterpart, the absolute electronegativity x,
can he approximated by taking the arithmetic average of the
ionization potential Z and the electron affinity A , as already
done earlier in Mulliken’s formula [Eq. (l)]. Moreover, the
so-called absolute hardness i? is proportional to the second
derivative of E versus N at N o [Eq. (2)] where y describes the
curvature of E ( N ) and measures the electronic tendency of a
system to disproportionate and the sensitivity of the electronegativity to a change in the number of electrons. Applied
to finite molecules, y can be expressed as shown in Equation 3.

x = ;( I + A )

q z 2(Z- A )

(3)

This can be seen in Figure 1 . For stable systems, 9 turns
out to be a positive energy. The higher the absolute hardness,
the more resistant the chemical species with respect to electronic perturbations. Therefore, inert molecules have large
positive q values whereas reactive ones have small positive
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Number of electrons N
Fig. 1. Total energy E of an atomic o r molecular system as a function of the
electron number N according to density-functional theory
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values. A molecule with a negative hardness would decompose into charged pieces.

y may be calculated using the three-point finite-difference
formula [Eq. (4)] easily applicable to solid-state materials.[61
Again, q being positive shows that a solid is more likely to
stay at E o instead of breaking up into two charged pieces
having energies of E@and EQ.We seek for the specific atomic resistance in the solid towards a global change in the
electronic system arising from a chemical attack. The key, we
find, is in the ideas of Parr and Pearson on absolute hardness, and their possible consequences for crystal chemistry.[71
A recipe for partitioning the absolute hardness into reactivity increments t has been presented recently.[*] One can
divide '1 as shown in Equation ( 5 ) , where R stands for the
atoms within the primitive unit cell used for the electronic
structure calculation. The most general description using an
energy-resolved k-averaged (spectral) density-of-states matrix (restricted to the non-spin-polarized case here) reveals
that the total electronic energy (equal to the total energy
within an extended Hiickel theoryrg1) is given by Equation (6) where ,u and v are the atomic orbitals in the LCAO
formalism, and the abbreviations h and P ( E )stand for the
one-electron Hamiltonian matrix elements (potentially
energy-dependent) and the density-of-states matrix, respectively. 93 characterizes the real parts of the complex off-diagonal entries in P ( E ) .

The cFs represent the slightly varying Fermi energies up to
which the integrations have to be carried out (up to 6," for the
N - 1 case, for instance) in order to give the total electronic
energies." '1
A visualization of the atomic increments may be found in
Figure 2, where a highly schematic E versus N representation
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the total energy partitioning and its relationship with gross
atomic increments of reactivity, electrophilicity, and nucleophilicity. The lower
curve (solid line) represents the course of the total energy (left axis, arbitrary
units) as a function of the electron number (right axis) of a solid-state material
AB composed of two different atoms A and B. The total energies Ee, Eo, E'
belonging to electron numbers N e . N o , N O are emphasized. The upper curve
(broken line) divides the total energy into contributions of atom A (upper
region) and atom B (lower regions), i.e. into their atomic energies E,&
and E z R.

e,B,

Using some minor simplifications that suppress the
(small) electronic relaxation of deep-lying levels (i.e. assuming a 'frozen band' approximation, the solid-state analogue
of Koopmans' theorem['*]), a simplified gross atomic reactivity increment 5 , may be written as shown in Equation (7).
The off-diagonal term [second line in Eq. (7)]represents
the important energy (hardness) changes due to atomic interaction. It is useful, in fact, to focus attention on this bonding
term by defining a corresponding bond increment [Eq. (S)].
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for a solid-state material composed of two atoms, say A and
B, is shown. The solid curve represents the total energy of
AB. It has an absolute hardness of y = f ( E @+ Eo) E o = + (- 6 - 10) + 9 = 1 (in arbitrary energy units) which
is positive since AB is chosen to be stable. The broken line
separates the atomic energies of atom A (upper part) and
atom B (lower part) from each other. For each N, they add
up to the total energy of AB. Assuming a 'frozen band'
picture, the gross reactivity increments are 5, = f ( - 4 - 2)
5 = 2 and tB= +(- 2 - 8) + 4 = -1, which means that
atom B is more reactive than atom A, as B has the lower
increment, decreasing the absolute* hardness.
Both increments add up to the total hardness,
= 2 - I = I = y.
One way of probing the acid-base behavior of a crystal
would be to look at its initial energy perturbations upon
reaction while focusing on an arbitrary interaction with a
nucleophilic (electrophilic) reagent where the crystal reacts
as an electrophile (nucleophile) by accepting (donating) partial charge. Then there will be an electrophilic energy change
AE"" [Eq. (9)] and a nucleophilic energy change AE"""
[Eq. (lo)] both composed of atomic subcontributions. In
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+ 9 = 3 (arbitrary energy units).
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1 and A P U c= - 6

The energy perturbations can be partitioned into a set of
atomic (or bond) increments for electrophilicity and nucleophilicity.r8]For example, a simplified gross atomic electrophilicity increment z2e can be expressed as shown in
Equation (1 I), whereas a bond electrophilicity increment is
given by Equation (12).

The definitions for the corresponding nucleophilicity increments can be obtained from the electrophilic ones simply
by replacing the varying Fermi energy E? by E?.
For the electrophilicity increments in Figure 2 we arrive at
<2e = - 2 + 5 = 3 and (GIe = - 8 + 4 = - 4. So B is the
more acidic atom since it has the lower increment. The increments of nucleophilicity are < y c= - 4 + 5 = 1 and
5;;"' = - 2 + 4 = 2, stating that A is the more basic atom.
Both kind of increments add up to the corresponding energy
*
changes, i.e.
+ = 3 - 4 = -1 = AE"'" and {y,""
+2 = 3 =ApUc.
The absolute hardness is the average of the acid-base perturbation energies [Eq. (13)] which can be illustrated in
Figure 2 as q rr' &(A.F" + A F U c )= +(- 1 3) = I . Consequently, a similar relationship holds for increments of reactivity, electrophilicity, and nucleophilicity [Eq. (14)] for the
atoms and for the bonds [Eq. (1 5)]. Thus, reactivity is linked
with both acid and base behavior, suggesting the reactivity
increment is in reality a kind of 'amphoteric' value.
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atoms will be basic in nature, for their electronic interaction
will become stronger by releasing (donating) electrons, depopulating antibonding states.
This matches our preconceptions. But what is an acidic
bond? With our definitions it is a pair of atoms which accepts electrons readily, i.e. the molecule has low-lying unoccupied states with bonding character in the bond specified,
making it a good electron acceptor.
The sense in which the word 'bond' is used here is a little
different from the usual conception. It refers to a pair-wise
partitioning of the total energy of the molecule or solid or
what R R contributes to the total energy.[131There is no implication that there is precisely one pair of electrons shared
between R and R . The bonding situation between R and R
might be electron-poor, electron-precise, o r electron-rich.
The lower the increments (which are defined as energy
values measured in eV) the higher the reactivity, acidity, o r
basicity.r141A highly reactive (acidic, basic) atom or bond is
detected from a large associated negutive increment of reactivity (electrophilicity, nucleophilicity). On the contrary, an
atom or bond showing no sign of reactivity (acidity, basicity)
is characterized by a large positive increment of reactivity
(electrophilicity, nucleophilicity). Figure 3 graphically summarizes the trends.
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Can a chemical bond be 'acidic' or must it always be
'basic' as it has electrons in it? In general, the latter is not the
case, at least not in the way we look at the problem.[121
Indeed, if the interaction of two atoms leads to high-lying,
occupied and antibonding levels, the bonding of these two
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Fig. 3. Interpretational help for the increments of reactivity, electrophilicity
and nucleophilicity.

With the help of these increments it is possible, in principle,
to characterize local spatial regions within a crystal structure
as possible targets for electrophilic or nucleophilic attack.
Here are two vivid examples illustrating use of the reactivityacidity-basicity description of atoms and bonds within the
solid state:
The topochemical transformation of K,Ti,O, into
K,Ti80,, is a representative acid-base reaction of a layered
solid-state material."51 The sheet structure of K,Ti,O,
(Fig. 4) contains zigzag Ti-0 structural units formed from
four edge-sharing TiO, octahedra, connected to neighboring
entities by sharing corner 0 atoms. A single T i - 0 unit is also
linked by common edges with similar blocks above and below. K @ions, located in channel-like voids, can be complete-
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Fig. 4. Top) Projection of the crystal structures of K,Ti,O, along the [OIO]
direction (left) and of K,Ti,O,, along the [OTO] direction (right). The Ti-0
substructure is rcpresented with shaded octahedra, and the K atoms are given
as black circles (omitted for clarity in the right picture). The edges of the unit
cell are emphasized with broken lines. Bottom) Perspective view of the Ti-0
substructure of K,Ti,O,. approximately along the [iOO] direction. The Ti
atoms are given as small open circles and the 0 atoms as large bold circles.

ly exchanged by H,O@ ions upon treating K,Ti,O, with 3N
nitric acid at room temperature. Heating the hydrolysis
product leads to water emission, accompanied by internal
protonation of the oxygen atoms, forming OH groups facing
each other. Even higher temperatures result in further H,O
elimination, and finally neighboring Ti-0 polyhedral blocks
are sealed to form the K,Ti,O,, structure (Fig. 4). The hydrolysis does not destroy the basic framework, and the only
change lies in the additional linking of the Ti-0 ribbons by
a shared angular 0 atom.
It has been arguedL2]that the mechanism of this reaction
is based on a selective protonation of sites according to their
basicities. The angular oxygen atoms represent the most basic sites which are to be protonated. We have calculated the
internal basicities within the material,[8]and we have furthermore investigated the change in basicity of the angular 0
atom upon exchanging one Ti4@ion by an Nb5@,keeping
the same geometry.
The total energy calculations are in perfect accord with
Pearson’s maximum hardness principle. The electronic resistance of the neutral K,Ti,O, phase is highest (about 2.55 eV),
and more than twenty times larger than any charged (electronically perturbed) species. Quantum mechanics has optimized all electronic interactions for the neutral electron
Adv. Mutw. 1992,4,No. 718
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count in order to separate stabilizing and destabilizing states
from each other as far as possible. The calculations indicate
that K,Ti,O, is an electronic insulator, in agreement with
recent electrical studies.[161The small hardness value of the
hypothetical Nb-substituted compound “K,NbTi,O,”
(about 0.13 eV) indicates a truly greater reactivity because of
its internal electronic perturbation.
The reactivity increments (see [8] for numerical details)
show that the Ti(3) atom, located at the ‘end’ of the condensed octahedra (Fig. 4), is the most reactive, according to
Ti(3) >> Ti(1) > Ti(2) > Ti(4).
The most reactive 0 atoms lie around Ti(3). Obviously,
the last of the condensed Ti-0 octahedra forms an island of
reactivity. Comparatively unreactive 0 atoms such as O(2)
and O(4) are ‘buried’ in the very middle of the polyhedral
framework. For the case of “K2NbTi309”where an Nb
atom replaces the Ti(3) atom, the metals’ reactivities have
changed remarkably to Ti(1) 2 Ti(4) 2 Ti(2) 9 Nb.
It is also noticeable that the reactivities of the 0 atoms
(except 0(3)), quite different in K2Ti,0,, have been
smoothed, no great diversities remaining. The influence of
the single Nb atom on the reactivities is astonishing.
How about acidity in a compound whose primary chemical character is basic? It’s not very surprising that the computed atomic electrophilicities are quite small, especially for
the 0 atoms; they are not ‘acidic’. Only the Ti(3) atom is
more electrophilic; so again the ‘corner’ atom stands out.
Concerning the acidity of the atoms in “K,NbTi,O,”, the
situation is even more extreme than before. 0 acidities have
decreased even more, and the acidity of this phase is totally
based on the Nb atom-% perfect agreement with chemical
intuition! Surely, a formal Nb(v) atom represents a stronger
Lewis acid compared to a Ti(Iv) atom, and we may expect
the Nb atom to be the weakest Lewis base in this hypothetical structure.
The compound’s most interesting feature is its basicity. In
K2Ti,0, all atomic nucleophilicities indicate truly basic behavior. Regarding the Ti atoms, the rank of basicities is very
homogenous, in the sense that no Ti atom is exceptional. The
most distinct differences in basicity emerge at the 0 atoms
which lie at the reacting internal surface. The order is
O(6) > O(3) > O(9) > O(5) > 0(1) > O(7) > O(8) % O(2)
9 0(4), being the same as the one in the reactivity section, a
clear hint that the 0 atom reactivities run parallel to their
basicities! We stress that the most basic 0 atoms, namely
0 ( 6 ) , 0 ( 3 ) , 0 ( 9 ) , 0 ( 5 ) , and 0(1) are the atoms surrounding
the most reactive (and most acidic) Ti atom at the corner
octahedron. Specifically, it is the O(6) atom which is protonated in the solid-state acid-base reaction.“ ’1
To form even higher condensates, further protonation of
the 0 atoms at the ‘long edge’ should take place. Indeed, the
basicity scale shows a continuous decrease along 0 ( 6 ) ,0 ( 5 ) ,
0 ( 7 ) , and O(8). On the contrary, the least basic (and least
reactive) atoms O(2) and O(4) are never affected in these
reactions. They are located in the inner part of the Ti-0
framework and their nucleophilicity is extremely small.
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Within "K,NbTi,O,", the expected diminished basicity of
the Nb atom is confirmed. According to Ti(4) 2
Ti(2) > Ti(1) 8 Nb, the former order of the Ti atoms is inverted, transforming the inner Ti atoms into the more basic
and the outer atoms into the less basic ones. The strong
Lewis acid Nb(v) represents the least basic site. Looking at
the basicities of the 0 atoms, O(4) z O(7) 2 O(8) 2
O(2) > 0(1)> O(6) > O(9) 2 O(5) > 0(3), O(6) and other
0 atoms at the end of the Ti-0 entity have been greatly
reduced in basicity and the centers of basicity are now located mainly in the middle of the building block! In chemical
language, this is the result of an extremely strong acid's
(Nb(v)) power to weaken the basicity of its environment.
Why such drastic changes upon Nb substitution? Three
reasons occur to us: First, the influence of the different spa-

tial extent of the atomic wave functions, such as those of the
Ti atom are more 'diffuse' than for Nb. Second, the differences in electronegativity have some influence on the order
of the basicities of the 0 atoms. Third, there is simply the
perturbation from the additional electron introduced by Nb
substitution. Numerical experiments indicate that the last
factor, the extra electron which enters an antibonding band,
is responsible for the dramatic change in reactivity and basic1ty.
A second application : The family of compounds AMo,X,
(A = electropositive metal of main group 1, 11, or 111;
X = chalcogenide) is remarkable both for its structural and
physical properties.['81 Its structure (Fig. 5 ) may be described as a linear condensation of an infinite number of
face-sharing Mo,X, octahedra," 91 thereby forming onedimensional (Mo6,,); metal chains, surrounded by X atoms
and isolated from each other by A atoms.
It was shown that AMo,X, compounds containing Li, Na
on the one hand and Se, Te on the other can be dissolved in
highly polar solvents, forming very long, solvated Mo,Se,
strings as well as solvated A ions.[''] Interestingly, solubility
behavior differs from one compound to another: Li com-

Fig. 5. Top) Projection of the crystal structure of AMo,X, phases along the
hexagonal axis. Mo atoms, given as small, filled circles, are bonded to surrounding X atoms, drawn as open, medium-sized circles. Electropositive A
atoms. given as large, shaded circles, lie within the central tunnel of the structure. The letters a tog label the bonds. Bottom) Outline of the average Mo-Mo,
Mo-X, and A-X simplified bond electrophilicity increments (left) and simplified bond nucleophilicity increments (right) in AMo,X, phases.
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pounds are easily dissolved, Na compounds are only partially (colloidally) soluble, whereas pure K or In compounds are
not soluble at all.
As far as the solvent is concerned, its dielectric constant e
might be thought to help in judging whether the solid will
dissolve. A fact that has been overlooked, however, is that all
‘good’ solvents represent strong Lewis bases. By looking at
one empirical measure of Lewis basicity, such as Gutmann’s
donor numbers DN,[’ll the hierarchy of dissolving power is
indeed well correlated. But why i) is the AMo,X, structure
decomposed into ‘Mo,Se,’ and ‘A’ species and ii) why are
there such striking differences between compounds containing different electropositive metal atoms? Despite the implications of Figure 5 (no “bonds” between X and A, “bonds”
between Mo and X atoms), it is not clear at the outset which
parts of the structure will be disconnected or which will
remain intact. One could have imagined further decomposition, breaking Mo-Mo bonds, to Mo, or even smaller units.
Keeping the solvent basicities in mind, besides solvation/
lattice energy competitions, the reactivities, acidities, and
basicities of the bonds strongly influence the solvation and
disconnection behavior. It can be shown[”] that all ‘good’
solvents (Lewis bases) attack the most acidic bonds within
the structure type first, decomposing the structure at spatial
regions of high acidity.
Although Figure 5 is drawn in accordance with an inorganic chemist’s bonding intuition, could there be validity in
a different representation, where the main emphasis is put
onto the A-X bonds, for example? Could a possible decomposition of the structure into ‘Mo’ and ‘A-X’ fragments also
be realized?
In Figure 5 , there are seven different internuclear distance
types, where a and b are Mo-Mo, c to e are Mo-X and f and
g are A-X bonds. Based on their multiplicities, one may
calculate characteristic obervdbks (bond energies, increments etc.) in order to treat the Mo-Mo, Mo-X, and A-X
bonding substructures as separate entities. The result of the
bond-length analysis is that Mo-Mo bonding is not strongly
influenced by changes in the A and X composition. All MoX and A-X bond lengths show a characteristic zigzag pattern between the Se and Te compounds, corresponding to the
difference in Pauling covalent radii.
The total energy calculations reveal the ‘softening’ of the
compounds’ electronic resistances in going from LiMo,Se,
to InMo,Te, ; the absolute hardness q decreases continuously from 0.43 to 0.10 eV. This may be explained by the intensification of covalent bonding along the series Li, Na, K, and
In. Consequently, the Te compounds are always less ‘hard’
than the Se compound. Concerning bond energies, smooth
curves appear both for the Mo-Mo bonds as well as for the
about 1.5 times ‘stronger’ Mo-X bonds. For the A-X bonds,
however, a sharp decrease in bond energy is found for the K
case. This unexpected finding, showing the local geometry to
be most unfavorable for the relatively larger K cations, cannot be well correlated with the solubility behavior! The
stronger A-X bonds (Li-Se, Na-Se, Na-Te) are broken
Adv Muter 1992, 4, No 118
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whereas the weaker (K-Se, K-Te) remain intact. But what is
the reason for the difference in solubility?
Average values for simplified bond reactivity increments
(amphoteric descriptors) reveal that the Mo-Mo bonds are
the least reactive bonds within the structure, rather insensitive to varying electronic conditions. This fact is of major
importance for the survival of the ‘X-wrapped’ infinite Mo
string during its reaction with the polar solvents. On the
contrary, both Mo-X as well as A-X bonds have small positive or even negative reactivity increments. They form the
reactive internal regions of the structure. Thus, the reactivity
increments give a totally different description of the structure.
To elucidate the solubility behavior, the ‘amphoteric’ reactivity increments were broken down into increments of electrophilicity and nucleophilicity. Averaged values for the simplified bond electrophilicity increments are given in Figure 5,
revealing a large heterogeneity in acidic character. First, the
Mo-Mo bonds are not acidic at all since they always have
highly positive increments. Second, the Mo-X bonds display
a nearly continuous increase in acidity in going from the Li
phase to the In phases, although they do not represent the
most acidic bonds. These are, indeed, the A-X bonds that
incorporate Li, Na, K on the one side and Se, Te on the
other. Such local ‘islands of acidity’ must have a strong tendency to react with Lewis bases-in perfect agreement with
the solution experiments!
Thus the event of solvation (of this and we believe most
other dissolutions) is started by a solid-state liquid-state
donor-acceptor acid-base reaction. The A-X bonds represent the ‘targets’ for the nucleophilic solvents. To be more
quantitative, the dissolvable Li and Na compounds have the
largest negative A-X bond electrophilicity increments. The
values of the K compounds seem to appear a bit too negative, for KMo,Se, and KMo,Te, cannot be brought into
solution. This might be a sign that the extended Huckel
parameters for K need further modification.
We believe that an alternative mode of fragmentation in
solution may exist. Averaged simplified bond nucleophilicity
increments are shown in Figure 5. The basicity of the MoMo bonds is still the weakest of all. Likewise, the A-X bonds
appear to be hardly basic-of course they cannot be so, as
they proved to be the most acidic.r231But all Mo-X bond
nucleophilicity increments are strongly negative, indicating
these bonds are highly basic. We propose that these ‘islands
of basicity’ should be easily attacked by Lewis acids. Such
solvents should both have a high acceptor number AN
(strong acidity) and a high dielectric constant (giving rise to
a high solvation energy). Probably trifluoromethanesulfonic
acid CF,SO,H (AN x 129.1) or antimony pentachloride in
1,2-dichloroethane (AN = 100.0) would be good candidates
for luring the infinite Mo string out of its wrapping by X
atoms. Although the detailed calculation of a real solvation
process lies beyond our present approach, we stress that the
Mo-X bonds are reasonable targets for acidic solvents, and
they will be attacked first. Such a hypothesis cannot be ex-
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tracted from the ‘static’ graphical representation of the structure of Figure 5.
Our investigation is in accord with the typical graphical
bonding presentation and chemical preconceptions (bondenergy order) of these compounds. But we also access reactivity, where only Mo-X and A-X bonds but not Mo-Mo
bonds (highly inert) stand out. Breaking the reactivity
up into acidity and basicity, the solubility behavior is
rationalized in terms of the A-X bonds’ strong acidities.
The highly basic character of Mo-X bonds gives rise to
the hypothesis that these bonds could be attacked by
acidic solvents, eventually releasing a purely metallic chain,
probably condensing to form colloidal metal particles.
The typical graphical representation of a solid-state compound should not be indiscriminately used as a predictor
of reactivity, because the latter depends on the reaction
type.
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Acid-Brtsu Theories, Wiley, Chichester. 1982. Some cmpirical data concerning catalytic activities of solid surfaces. surely a sign of acidic and basic
material properties. can be found in: K. Tanabe, M. Misono, Y. Ono. H.
Hattori. N e w Sohd Ac1d.c und Bus6d.s. Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam, 1989. Applications of the crystal chemistry were presented by Chr.
Balarew, R. Duhlev, J. Solid Srufc, Chern. 1984. 55, I. R. Duhlev, 1. D.
Brown, Chr. Balarew. .1. Solid S r m C1ic.m. 1991. 95, 39.
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paper of R. G . Parr. R. C. Pearson. J. Am. C%em.Six. 1983, 105, 7512. A
refinement was presented by R . F. Nalewajski. J. A m . Chem. SOL..1984.
106. 944. Detailed information can be taken from the monograph: R. G.
Parr, W. Yang, Uerisrr~~-Fioictionir/
T h e u p of Aioriw and h“rlecu/e.r, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1989. Somc numerical data for inorganic chemistry can be found in: R. G. Pearson. Inorg. Chwi. 1988, 27. 734. The
extension of the E versus N function to third-order derivatives was pnblished quite recently: P. Fuentealba, R . G . Parr. J. Chein. Phys. 1991, 94.
5559.
[5] Although D F theory is essentially a one-electron theory, it explicitly includes many-particle effects that are essential for chemical bonding. Within D F theory the electronic ground state is a functional of the one-particle
density, and the solution of the many-particle problem is reduced to the
self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham equations with an effective
one-particle potential, consisting of an external potential. a Hartree potential, and a potential for exchange and correlation: P. Hohenberg, W. Kohn,
P h p . R E V .1964, 136, B864. W. Kohn, L. J. Sham. PhJ’s.Rev. 1965, 140,
A1133. It has been proveii to give a n accurate description of a system’s
electronic ground state by M. Levy, Pro(,. Nurl. Acud. Sci. USA 1979, 76,
6062. A modern review can he found in: R. 0 Jones, 0. Gunnarsson. Rev.
Mod P/i.r:c.. 1989, 61, 689. Applications of importance for chemistry are
discussed by R . 0 Jones, Angew. Chem. fnt. Ed. Engl. 1991, 30, 630.
161 The complication that arises in the definitions of absolute electronegativity
and absolute hardness while treating fractional particle numbers was elucidated by J. P. Perdew, R. G. Parr. M. Levy. J. L. Balduz, jr., Phys. Rar.
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Lrtr. 1982. 4Y. 1691. This fact is known as [he band gap problem in
calculating semiconductor band structures using D F theory: J. P. Perdew.
M. Levy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1983, Sl, 1884. L. J. Sham. M . Schluter, P h p .
Rri.. L e f f . 1983, 5 / , 1888.
[7] There have been theoretical routes t o molecular reactivity, dealing with
So-cakd Fukui functions. strongly related to the electron density of the
frontier orbitals. and essentially based on early ideas of chemical reactivity.
Applications were published by C. Lee, W. Yang, R. G. Parr, J. M a / .
Slriict. (Theochmni), 1988. 163. 305. W Langenaeker. M. dc Decker. P.
Geerlings, P. Racymaekers. J Mol. Slrucc. ( T h e i d i m ~ 1990,
)
207, 1IS.
There havc also been examples of electronegativity equalization calculations in order to compute effective electronegativities as well as atomic
.
1985, 89, 5412. W.
charges: W. Yang, C. Lee. S. K . Ghosh, .I P l i ~ s Clirni.
Mortizr. S . K . Ghosh. S. Shankar. J. Am. Chwn. SOL..1986. 108, 4315.
K. A. van Genechten, W. J. Mortier. P. Geerlings, J. (‘limni. Phys. 1987. 86,
5063. There is a slightly different approach by setting up an atom-in-amolecule hardness matrix. finally giving access to normal displacement
modes in electron populalions: R . F. Nalewajski. J. Korchowiec, Z. Zhou.
h i . J. Quunl. Chern. 1988. 22, 349. R. F. Nalewajski. Inl. J. Quunr. Chem.
1991,40,265.The (condensed) Fukui and molecular softness schemes were
introduced by R. G. Parr. W. Yang, J. Am. Chcm. Soc. 1984. 1(16,4049. W.
Yang. R. G. Parr, R. Pucci, .I L‘hern. Ph,vs. 1984. HI. 2862. M . Berkowitz.
S. G. Ghosh. R . G . Parr, J. Ani. Chrin. Soc 1985, 107,6811.W. Yang. W. J.
Mortier, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1986, 108. 5708. Important relations between
various global and local hardness and softness definitions can be found in:
M . Berkowitz, R. G . Parr. .I
Cheni. Phys. 1988,88, 2554. Two important
early papers on a quantum-mechanical treatment ofchemical reactivity for
molecules using polyelectronic perturbation theory are: G. Klopman.
R. F. Hudson, Thror. Chim.Aeru 1967, 8, 165. G. Klopman. 1 Am. Chcni.
Soc. 1968, 90. 223. The theoretical notion of itbsolute hardness and its
consequences for crystal chemistry seems to have been neglected. Exceptions are an early paper about structure diagrams that involves a Philipsvan Vechten-like description of the solid state: S. Shankar, R. G. Parr.
Proc. NfUi Arcrd. Sci. USA 1985. 82,264. There is also the theoretical
analysir o f a bulk metal‘s Fukui function that comes out to be the normalized local density-of-states at the Fermi level: W. Yang, R. G. Parr. Proc.
Ntitl. A m d . Sci. U S A 1985, K2, 6723.
[8] R. Dronskowski, J. Am. Clwm. SOL...in press.
191 The basic principles of the semi-empitical extended Htickd method for
electronic structure calculations can be found in: R. Hoffmann. W. N.
Lipscomb, J. C h m . P h y . 1962, 36, 2179. R. Hoffiimm, .I Cheni. Phj,s.
1963. 3Y, 1397. The application of E H theory to the solid state is described
by R. Hoffmann, Angen. Clicni. In/. Ed. Eiigl. 1987, 26, ‘846. For calculationiil parameters see: S. Alvarez, Universital de Barcclona. unpublished,
1989, or original publications.
[lo] T.Koopmans, Phuicu 1933. 1. 104.
[ l l ] For generality. any technical difliculties due to different degrees of basis
set orthogonality (overlap populations) are circumvented by directly
breaking down the solid state enscmble‘s hardness into atomic (or bonding) contributions using an energy partitioning scheme 1131. Thus, one of
the Fukui function’s limitations is lost. namely it being an intrinsically
rclative measure of rcactivity: only differences in electron occupations at
the frontier orbitals are measured without indicating their bonding o r
antibonding character.
[12] Technically speaking. a bond increment of electrophilicity [Eq. (12)]. for
example, is set up as a product of Hainiltoniaii matrix elements h,, and the
real part of the difference in all ‘off-site’ electron charge densities 9l[P,,(c)]
while moving between two slightly different electron populations. Therefore. while a single bonding contribution (s-p. p-p, p-d. etc.) may contain
some basic character, the total electronic interaction between two atoms
(their ‘connectivity’), may be said to be acidic as well as basic.
[I31 Energy partitioning schemes havc a long history in theoretical chemistry;
see, for example: G. G. Hall. Proc. Roy. SOL..1952, A213, 113. P. P. Manning, pro^.. Roj,. SOC.1955. A23O. 424. K . Ruedenherg. R c r . Mod. Phy.5.
1962. 34, 326.
[I41 Concerning accuracy and limitations, the calculation of charged entities
without structural relaxation is based on a rigid band approximation.
leading t o a small error in the total energy calculation. Second, the calculation ofsimp/i/ic,dincrements for reactivity, acidity. and basicity will have
conscquences similar t o those of using Koopmans’ theorem. namely too
positive ionization potentials and too negative electron affinities. Fortunately. a high error cancellation rate may be expected because ofthe energy
difference involved in calculating the total hardness. Third, the accuracy of
the energy parameters within the EH tight-binding approach reinaina a
problem, possibly improvable by charge iterations.
[IS] The reaction was first performed by R. Marchand, L. Brohan. M.
Tournoux, M a w . Rcs. Bull. 1980, 15, 1129. K2Ti,0, crystallizes in the
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TI,Ti,O, structure type: A. Verbaere, M. Tournoux, BUN.Soc. C h . 1973,
4,1237. The cell dimensions of K,Ti,O, are given by M . Dion, Y. Piffard,
M. Tournoux, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem. 1978,40,917. The Ti-0 substructure
of K,Ti,O,, is isostructural to that of K,Ti,O,,: J. A. Watts, J. SolrdStute
Chem. 1970. f. 319.
[I61 S. Pal, S. D. Pandey, P. Chand, Solid State Commun. 1989, 69, 1203.
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Boller. Actu Cryst. A 1978, 34, S. 160. Syntheses and crystal structures of
AMo,X, phases were reported by M. Potel, R. Chevrel, M. Sergent, J. C.
Armici, M. Decroux, 0. Fischer, J. Solid State Chem. 1980, 35, 2x6. M.
Potel, R. Chevrel, M. Sergent, Acra Crysr. B, 1980, 36, 1545. W. Honle,
H. G. v. Schnering, A. Lipka, K. Yvon, J. Less Common Met. 1980, 71,
135. J. Huster, G. Schippers, W Bronger, J. Less Common Met. 1983, 91,
333. The lattice dimensions of AMo,X, phases have been carefully measured after using low-temperature syntheses, thereby creating the smallest
amount of structural defects: J. M. Tarascon, G. W. Hull. E J. Disalvo,

Muter. Res. BUN.1984, 19,Y15. Great anisotropyis found in all interesting
physical properties of the compounds: J. M. Tarascon, F. J. DiSalvo, J. V.
Waszczak, Solid Stule Commun. 1984, 52. 227. A possible Pcierls-like perturbation of the structure type was first proposed by T. Hughbanks. R.
Hoffmann, Iriorg. Chem. 1982. 21, 3578. T. Hughbanks, R. Hoffmann, J.
Am. Chem. Soc. 1983, 105, 1150. A general overview is covered by the
following article: R. Chevrel, M. Sergent, in Ct:utai C’hemi$trF and P r o p
erties qf’Muleriuls with Quasi-One-Dijnpnsionul Structures ( E d . : .I.
Rouxel).
Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland, 1986.
[I91 A. Simon, Angew. Chem. In/. E d EngI. 1981, 20, 1.
[20] The fascinating solubility behavior is described by J. M. Tarascon. F. J.
DiSalvo, C. H. Chen, P. J. Carroll, M. Walsh, L. Rupp, J. Solid Sruta
Chem. 1985, 58, 290.
[21] V. Gutmann. The Donor-Acceptor Approuch to Mohadur fnt~~ructionc,
Plenum Press, New York. 1978.
[22] R. Dronskowski. R. Hoffmann, h o r g . Chem.. in press.
[23] This excluding statement holds only for the case of a bond of no more
than average reactivity. In principle [Eq. (IS)] there could be a bond both
acidic (negative tit.) and basic (negative cg).However, such strong
amphoteric character would correspond to an extraordinarily high reactivity (large negative t,,), which doesn’t seem to be very likely for stable
structures.
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Disordered Stripe Domain Phases in Two
Dimensions : “Labyrinths” and “Stripe
Liquids” in Magnetic and Organic Thin Films
By Michael Seul*
1. Introduction to Modulated Phases
In many diverse condensed-matter systems, competing interactions stabilize modulated phases in which the pertinent
order parameter field exhibits periodic spatial variations,
uni-directionally modulated “stripe” and trigonally modulated “bubble” phases generally representing the simplest
configurations. The modulation period is determined by the
balance of competing contributions to the free energy and
generally varies as a function of temperature and applied
field(s).“] The generic scenario involves a repulsive interaction of long range whose preference for continued subdivision of domains, or regions characterized by a uniform amplitude of the order parameter, is balanced by the free-energy
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cost incurred in the creation of “domain walls”. In a surprising number of instances, the formation of domain patterns
and their evolution in response to variations in experimental
parameters may be understood on the basis of this simple
picture. This includes the occurrence of such phenomena in
systems as diverse as ferroelectrics, layers of ferromagnetic
colloids (“ferrofluids”) and thin slabs of type-I superconductors, as well as thin ferrimagnetic garnet films and amphiphilic (“Langmuir”) monolayers confined to an air-water interface.121
Domain shapes and patterns in the latter two, effectively
two-dimensional systems have been recently examined in detail, relying on a combination of optical microscopy and
extensive digital image a n a l y s i ~-.51
~ ~Domain formation in
magnetic films arises from the presence of (sample-shape
dependent) demagnetizing fields. For thin plates, these have
been modeled in the form of a repulsive dipolar interaction
which is balanced by the attractive exchange interaction be-
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